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Localism Act

• Neighbourhood plans
– made with regard to statutory duties

• Neighbourhood development orders
– in practice increase scope of permitted 

development
– can’t ignore designated assets
– provisions for non-designated assets not in 

Act
• Lord Renfrew’s amendment: exempted 

development



Localism Act

• IfA proposed change to NPPF
• NDOs subject to conditions or limitations
• as yet unrecognised other weaknesses?

– may not be compensated for by policy 
amendments



National Planning Policy Framework

• >1000 pp 52 pp
– brevity ≠ clarity
– The multitude which does not reduce itself 

to unity is confusion (Pascal)
• sustainable economic growth for lawyers?
• mixed messages

– front-end fervour
– rear-end reticence
– may encourage planners to be reluctant to 

use conditions



National Planning Policy Framework



NPPF – getting the words right



• Is conservation of the historic environment a 
material consideration?
– no presumption in favour of conservation of the 

historic environment 
– a weight problem

NPPF – getting the words right



NPPF – getting the words right



• 37. Local planning authorities should either 
maintain or have access to a historic 
environment record supported by dedicated 
expert staff.

NPPF – getting the words right



NPPF – getting the words right



• 65. Neighbourhoods can use neighbourhood 
development orders to grant planning permission. 
Developments that are permitted through a 
neighbourhood development order will not require 
further planning permission from local planning 
authorities. A neighbourhood development order 
should not be made without full consideration of the 
likely effects of development permitted under that 
order on heritage assets. In particular, orders should 
not be made that would permit development likely to 
have a direct effect on designated heritage assets or 
non-designated heritage assets of demonstrably 
equivalent significance to designated heritage assets.

NPPF – getting the words right



NPPF – getting the words right



NPPF supporting guidance

• a guide to implementation of historic 
environment policy under the National Planning 
Policy Framework
– Historic Environment Forum
– EH, ALGAO, IfA, IHBC, CBA, CLA, HTF, BPF, 

BEN, NT, HHA
• authoritative, but with what weight?
• consultation draft soon?



Implications: scenario 1

• weak policy and scant resources mean 
NDOs made without adequate heritage 
provision

• lack of clarity in Framework leads to 
increasing divergence in curatorial practice

• campaign against ‘excessive’ heritage 
demands by sustainable developers

• presumption in favour of (sustainable) 
development – at almost any cost

• 1960s/1970s-style development



Implications: more scenario 1

• planners reluctant to impose conditions on 
developments affecting the undesignated

• only designated assets given attention
• 95% of assets sustainably destroyed 

without intervention
• contracting organisations become 

contracting organisations, by 95%



Implications: more scenario 1

• reduced workload leads to further local 
authority cuts

• skills loss
• no resources for local listing
• local communities lose faith in local historic 

environment services



Implications: scenario 2

• NPPF has cosmetic changes
• judged by sector commentators to 

be a slight weakening of 
protection

• considered to be over-condensed
• curators and planners continue to 

apply PPG16 procedures
• sustainable developers acquiesce
• nothing changes, nobody cares

• cf SPP, NPPG 18, PAN 42, PAN 
2/2011



Implications: scenario 3



Implications: more scenario 3

• heritage at the core of regeneration
• heritage-led regeneration fires sustainable 

and sustained economic growth
• conservation seen as core planning skill –

and early career path for Chief Planners
• massive increase in public benefits and 

support through adoption of Southport 
agenda

• sustainable developers sourcing 
archaeologists on design not cost

• blossoming of research ethos



Conclusions: helping to survive
• build political support: cite national opinion 

polls
• build resident support
• cite NPPF killer clauses
• cite DCLG statement on value of services
• cite NPPF practice guide
• use the Standard and guidance
• get IfA Registered
• argue risks to economic growth
• promote fear of failure – critical external 

scrutiny 



Conclusions: still helping to survive

• activate community groups to monitor 
impacts where services are absent  

• prepare the evidence
• priorities: plan-making, NDO scrutiny, 

major developments, briefs, conditions
• make sure historic environment is in 

strategic and local plans
• use IfA QA wherever possible
• make the most of Southport
• phone a friend!


